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The evidence
 Registry data

 enrolled mods, 
marks, grades, 
attempts, 
decisions, 
credit, semester

Module Mark Grade Dec’n Credit

Mgt101 53 C P 15

Mgt102 60 B P 15

Mrkg101 27 G F -

Mrkg102 - NS R -

Econ101 - NS R -

Econ102 - NS R -

Acc101 58 C P 15

Acc102 62 B P 15



The evidence
 Registry data

 enrolled mods, 
marks, grades, 
attempts, 
decisions, 
credit, semester

Module Mark Grade Dec’n Credit

Mgt101 57 C P 15

Mgt102 66 B P 15

Mrkg101 68 B P 15

Mrkg102 75 A P 15

Econ101 50 C P 15

Econ102 - - WD -

Acc101 50 C P 15

Acc102 - - WD -



The evidence
 Observation

 Students talking about their Semester 2 and next-year 
enrolments
 among themselves: ‘Didn’t get Accounting 1, so no point doing 

Accounting 2’

 to academic advisors: ‘I will do that first-year elective after I’ve 
finished the second-year core’

 In final year, to supervisor: ‘I think I’ve done enough to get a 2, 1;  I 
need to work more’

 Children of academics overheard planning what, how and 
when to do assignments
 E.g. ‘Only need 40; so will start the essay next month’

 ‘Only work on qualitative part; quant part is too hard’



Feedback

Marks Number of 
modules



Is there feedback?
 Literature

 enrolled modules→ marks (Szafran 2001 review; estimates)

 marks→ enrolled modules (UWS; Aust U)

 UWS: (previous) marks affect (current) enrolments

 all students

 business students

 marks in one semester linked to next-semester enrolments

 Students’ reports imply time-based causality



Is there feedback?
 Often, Registry data do not
 include within year time dimension 
 except semester of study

 provide a record of overall outcome
 one mark recorded per module; no components

 decisions not to attempt assessments or only do some are not 
‘recorded’

 Yet, it seemed
 marks & so average mark affects the number of modules 

in which assessments were attempted

 Also vice versa



Simultaneous system
 average mark = a0 + a1modules attempted+

+ terms in age, gender, school 
results, sec, ethnicity, …

+ u (the error term)

 modules attempted

= b0 + b1average mark+

+ terms in age, gender, school 
results, sec, ethnicity, initial 
enrolments, …

+ v (the error term)



A little algebra
 average mark =                  {(a0 + a1b1) +

+ terms in age, gender,  

school results, sec, 

ethnicity, initial 

enrolments …

+ (u + a1v)}

 the feedback marks →modules attempted implies 
estimation of average mark alone misrepresents effects 
of age, gender, …
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Estimation
 OLS inconsistent and biased

 average mark depends on the error in modules attempted

 inconsistent: coefficient estimates do not converge on 
population parameters as sample size gets larger

 biased: Cannot be sure in ‘typical’ samples that estimated 
coefficients are close to the actual parameters



Estimation
 Could estimate the ‘reduced forms’ – 2SLS

 consistent, but could be unbiased in small samples

 not ‘asymptotically efficient’ (min variance estimates)

 equation estimates are consistent if other is misspecified

 2SLS

 ensure each equation has at least one unique instrument

 regress modules attempted on all explanators

 estimate average mark using the explained part of 
modules attempted and the relevant explanators



Estimation
 3SLS is efficient, if 

 sample large and 

 errors are jointly normally distributed

 consists of 2SLS plus the additional step of GLS for 
covariances

 equivalent to MLE

 problematic if there is misspecification



Estimation
 Also: modules attempted consists of ‘count’ data (0, 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5, …), so estimation approach should be 
nonlinear

 Used nonlinear three-stage least squares



Dynamics
 Students know 

 how they did on formative assessments

 what they got for coursework

 how they did in previous semester examinations

 Students know their external demands

 This information informs their decisions on how many 
modules to attempt



Dynamics
 Feedback  dynamic process

 modules attempted  average mark: Effort link

 average mark  modules attempted: Result link

 Assume
1. ‘Effort’ indicates modules attempted for the results expected

2. ‘Result’ gives actual mark for effort expended (modules attempted)

3. If expected result is greater (less)  than actual result then effort is 
reduced (increased)

 Dynamic process has an ‘attractor’

 combination to which effort & result tend
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 Discussion


